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Health how we think of it.



U.S. Health in International Perspective 
Shorter Lives, Poorer Health

Mortality from Non-Communicable Disease

Mortality from Communicable Disease
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U.S. Children’s Health Disadvantage
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Adapted from Neil Halfon 2012



Neil Halfon, 2012 Transforming Child Health



Conventional Health 
Research Data



Health Data In the Past



Billions of mobile devices

+ Billions of sensors

Unprecedented 

opportunities for 

health data science 

+ Billions using social networks

=

Health Data Now



Technology and  Health

Digital Medical Tools and  Sensors: Topol, Steinhubl and Torkamani, JAMA, 

2015



Patient Shared Data



“At it’s most complete, the exposome encompasses life-course 

environmental exposures (including lifestyle factors), from the 

prenatal period 

onwards…” -- Christopher Paul Wild

Exposomics



Genome Exposome

Together these lead to whether disease occurs or 

health is promoted…



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

Advanced Analytics

New analytic methods should be:

• Efficient

• Standardized

• Personalizable

• Scalable 

• Domain-Sensitive

• Explanatory

• Able to deal with Uncertainty

• Visually Representable



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

Data Validity

• Does the data represent what 

we think it does?

• Is the variance important –

signal or noise? 

Data Quality

• Methods to identify batch effects, “missingness” and non-representativeness

• Simulate missing data based on redundancies in health data sets

• Methods that would allow real-time assessment and information on 

problematic data

• Dealing with biases



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

Accessibility

• Unobtrusive and minimally invasive

• Capitalize on the Internet of Things

• Capture new modalities – such as dynamic imaging 

Data Acquisition 

• Databases allow efficient data access and selection, 

providing clarity and transparency of the relational 

aspects of the data

• Interventions may require nearly real-time data 

availability and new approaches that integrate 

database technology with embedded algorithms



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

Performance Metrics

• Performance needs or metrics in practice and in research, across the spectrum 

of health from basic to translational to clinical to population realms

• How do we assess when a metric is “good enough”? 

• Quantified with benchmark datasets?

• Dealing with heterogeneity at scale

• Thresholds when  existing methods no longer 

meets the needs (not new for new sake)

• Can one partition problems and have algorithms 

work on sub-problems and bring them together?

• Can parallelism work in health?

Scaling Inferential Methods



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

• Acceptable error rates 

• Reasoning across scales and time 

frames

Modeling Complex Temporal Data

• What are systemic methods to combine (“join”) 

such data to find relationships amongst them, or 

access this data?  

• How do we discover discontinuities in such 

streams, especially collection protocol changes?

Reasoning with Heterogeneous Data



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

Privacy and Security

• Access control and authentication

• Confidentiality and anonymity

• Trustworthy control

• Accountability

• Medical device security



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

Data Infrastructure

• Development of data structures and database schemas for multiscale 

representation.

• Graphical databases across domains and specialties that allow analysis of 

relationships and discovery of new relationships.

Interoperability

• Technical needs for interoperability - platform?  

• Standards needed for harmonizing data and making 

it interoperate smoothly



Data Science Challenges and 
Opportunities

Collaboration & Training

• What levels of training or kinds of tools will 

bridge the communication gap between 

domain experts and data science?

• Coordination requirements tailored to 

different types of users as well as data 

summarizations for clinical decision making. 



“Sometimes I think the collaborative 
process would work better without you.”
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Computer and Information Science and 

Engineering

• Health, medical and rehabilitation research can be 
found in many areas in NSF and within the mission 
of several cross-directorate initiatives 

• It is a case of use-inspired basic research. The 
scientific advances in basic science can be in 
computing, information science, engineering or 
social or behavioral science. The benefit to health 
research is important, but second to the advances in 
basic science. 

• Major homes for this research:
• Smart and Connected Health
• Cyber-physical Systems
• National Robotics Initiative 2.0
• Smart and Autonomous Systems
• Core Programs

National Science Foundation



Pasteur’s Quadrant

Donald E. Stokes, Pasteur's Quadrant – Basic Science and Technological Innovation, 

Brookings Institution Press, 1997
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Smart & Connected Health 

(SCH) Program

Goal: Seek improvements in safe, effective, efficient, 
equitable, & patient-centered health through innovations in 
fundamental computer & information sciences, engineering 

& social, behavioral & economic sciences 

•Funded work must include & address: 
 A key health problem 
 Fill in research gaps that exist in science & technology in support 

of health & wellness
 Include a research team with appropriate expertise in the major 

areas involved in the work

•Activities should complement rather than duplicate core programs of 
NSF & NIH as well as those of other agencies (ex. Agency for 
Healthcare Research and Quality / Veteran's Administration) 

National Science Foundation

http://www.nih.gov/
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Smart Health Research Areas

•Integration of EHR, contextual, clinical and patient data

•Access to information, data harmonization

•Tools to enhance smart health research

Health Information 
Infrastructure 

Infrastructure to enable 
connections

•Heterogeneous and messy data

•Datamining, machine learning, deep learning

•Inference, visualization, decision support system

Connected Data 

Reasoning with 
heterogonous data 
under uncertainty

•Systems for empowering patient

•Models of readiness to change

•State assessment from images video

Connected Systems 

Multifunctional devices 
connected to systems

•Enhancing communication between providers, patients 
and caregivers

•Assistive technologies embodying computational 
intelligence

Connected People

Effective, 
multidirectional  flows of 
information and support 

National Science Foundation
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Large-Scale Probabilistic Phenotyping Applied 

to Patient Record Summarization

PI: Noemie Elhadad

Technical Approach:

•Uphenome: unsupervised probabilistic graphical model, where 
phenotypes (latent variables) are learned as a mixture of observed 
patient observations (free-text notes, meds, labs, diagnosis codes...)

•Gphenome: Uphenome + grounded phenotypes through informative 
priors, as determined through existing knowledge bases

•Temporal phenotyping: joint survival analysis that models multiple 
patients and multiple diseases; scalable variational inference 
algorithm applied to 13,000 patients and 8,800 conditions 
•Interactive visualization of phenotypes in patient timeline designed 
and validated through user-centered design

Motivation:
The electronic health record (EHR) contains a wealth of observations 
There is a critical need for high-throughput phenotyping algorithms to 
help (1) study diseases, their progressions, and their interactions 
through time; (2) visualize and make sense of patient’s longitudinal 
records 
Transformative:
•First attempt to learn jointly common phenotypes across large patient 
population (1,000 phenotypes; 350,000 patient records)
•Phenotypes are validated and used in a clinically meaningful task –
patient record summarization and visualization, which mitigates 
information overload at the point of patient care

Broader Impacts:
•The HARVEST patient record summarizer deployed and used 
daily by 1,000 clinicians monthly at NewYork-Presbyterian 
Hospital (NYPH)
•Beyond point of care use scenario, users include quality 
abstraction nurses; in a study focused on their workflow, use of 
HARVEST yielded 20-minute average time savings on patient 
review (2-hour process otherwise); 90% of quality abstractors in 
study adopted HARVEST as part of their workflow

Contacts: 
• Noémie Elhadad, Columbia University

Example of learned
phenotype for SLE

http://www.nih.gov/
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Untangling Complex Diseases into Subtypes

PI: Suchi Saria

Contacts: 
• Suchi Saria, johns Hopkins University

Motivation:

Scleroderma, Lupus are examples of 

phenotypically heterogeneous diseases, and 

there are few proven solutions that predict an 

individual’s course.

Data accumulated from routine clinical visits 

may help to better understand disease subtypes.

Mature machine learning and statistical 

inference tools for leveraging electronic health 

data do not yet exist.

Technical Approach:

• Probabilistic graphical models encode 

domain knowledge, and model 

uncertainty and dependencies between 

heterogeneous data.

• Inference algorithms allow reasoning 

about unobserved phenomena 

conditioned on the available data.

Transformative:

•Subtypes can help to improve delivery of 

care to individuals.

•Differences between subtypes can motivate 

new directions for basic medical research.

http://www.nih.gov/
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Integrated Real-Time Clinical Deterioration 

Prediction for Hospitalized Patients and 

Outpatients PI: Yixin Chen

Motivation:

•Develop integrated early warning system for 

hospitalized patients employing both 

electronically available data and real-time vital 

signs data;

•Establish predictive algorithms from 

informational cloud data risk of readmission

Technical Approach:

Time-series preprocessing and feature 

extraction

Nonlinear, interpretable, scalable, and 

sparse time-series classification 

algorithms;

Data-driven dynamic sensing 

reconfiguration schemes

Transformative:

• New algorithms for predicting clinical 

deterioration and readmission from noisy and 

high-dimensional data streams;

• A novel alert explanation system which 

highlights the most relevant factors and suggests 

possible intervention;

• An adaptive sensing reconfiguration scheme 

for better user experience and energy efficiency;
PI: Yixin Chen

Washington Univ. St. Louis 

IIS-1343896

http://www.nih.gov/
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Privacy-Preserving Framework for Publishing 

Electronic Healthcare Records (EHRs)

PI: Heng Huang

Technical Approach:

Stage 1: Recover Protected Health 

Information (PHI) based on published data 

that has been “de-identified”

• Via automated identification of data inter-

dependency through data analytics and 

medical domain knowledge

• Stage 2: Develop software to perform de-

identification in a safe and secure manner 

to prevent recovery of PHI 

Transformative:

•Inter-disciplinary study that applies 

computer science and “big data” techniques 

to inform public health policy  

•Significantly enhance EHR publishing, 

health services research,  and secondary data 

analysis.

PIs: Heng Huang (UTA), 

Nan Zhang (GWU), 

Liam O’Neill (UNTHSC) 

1344152, 1343976, 1344072 

http://www.nih.gov/
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Replicating  Clinic Physical Therapy at Home: Touch, 

Depth, and Epidermal Electronics in an Interactive 

Avatar System

PI: Pamela Cosman

Technical Approach:
•Creating a cloud-based system for motion monitoring and a user 
interface for guidance
•Comparison of spatiotemporal trajectory of a given motion with that 
of a reference motion
• Development of flexible, adhesive-integrated antennas and sensors

Motivation:
 Physical therapy is crucially important for stroke patients; often 

slowed by poor adherence to home therapy regimens 
 Goal: develop a home-based system that integrates unobtrusive 

wireless sensors with avatar rendering and machine learning
 Provide effective guidance for patients and caregivers
Transformative:
• Epidermal electronics like a temporary tattoo
• Hand and body pose estimation and tracking algorithms
• Cloud-based machine learning and avatar rendering algorithms

Broader Impacts:
• Assistive system useful for many healthcare training 

applications
• Finger tracking useful for sign language recognition
• Flexible electronics valuable for many types of 

physiologic monitoring

Contacts: 
• Pamela Cosman, UC San Diego
• Todd Coleman, Sujit Dey, Sri Kurniawan, Truong 

Nguyen, Carter McElroy
• http://esdat.ucsd.edu/Mobile_Health_v2.html

Progress:
• Hand articulation tracking using an adaptive hand model
• Demonstration of adhesive-integrated flexible antenna on skin 

transmitting Bluetooth over 150 ft
• Dynamic alignment of motion sequences to evaluate motion 

correctness
• Study of finger force steadiness and repeatability

Patient exercises at home with cloud-based guidance

Clinic: 3D 

Modeling

Home: Guidance 

on tablet

Cloud:

Rendering, 

Analytics,

Logic

http://www.nih.gov/


Join our Listserv
Smarthealth_community@list.nsf.gov

Join the electronic mailing list (LISTSERV) for forthcoming announcements by —
Sending an e-mail message to listserv@list.nsf.gov from the mailing address at 
which you want to receive announcements.

The body of the message should read SUBscribe smarthealth_community [your full 
name].

The message is case sensitive; so capitalize as indicated!

• Don't include the brackets.

• The Subject line should be blank

• For example, for Robin Smith to subscribe, the message would read

• SUBscribe smarthealth_community Robin Smith.

You will receive a confirmation of your subscription along with instructions on using 
the listserv.

mailto:Smarthealth_community@list.nsf.gov


Useful Website: www.nsf.gov 
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Better science and health through teamwork



THANK YOU!
• Wendy Nilsen, NSF Smart and Connected Health

• 703-292-2568

• wnilsen@nsf.gov
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